Abstract: We present a Monte-Carlo approach to prompt-photon production, where photons and QCD partons are treated democratically. The photon fragmentation function is modelled by an interleaved QCD+QED parton shower. This known technique is improved by including higher-order real-emission matrix elements. To this end, we extend a recently proposed algorithm for merging matrix elements and truncated parton showers. We exemplify the quality of the Monte-Carlo predictions by comparing them to measurements of the photon fragmentation function at LEP and to measurements of prompt photon and diphoton production from the Tevatron experiments.
Introduction
The measurement of final states containing photons at large transverse momenta plays a key role in collider experiments. Most prominently at hadron colliders inclusive diphoton or diphoton + jet signatures are promising channels to search for a light Higgs boson [1] . Signatures with photons might furthermore provide access to physics beyond the Standard Model like supersymmetry or extra spatial dimensions [7] . Less spectacular but extremely important though, photon + jet final state can be used to determine the absolute energy scale of low-p T jets [11] and to constrain the gluon distribution inside the beam hadron [14] . The success of the outlined physics menue however strongly depends on our ability to thoroughly understand and accurately simulate such prompt-photon production processes in the context of the Standard Model. In the framework of perturbation theory the mechanism of hard-photon production is twofold. A photon can be well-separated from any other particle in the collision, which makes it possible to describe the reaction with fixed-order matrix elements. The fact that these matrix elements include initial-and/or final-state QCD partons necessitates an all-orders resummation of large logarithmic QCD corrections, which are then absorbed into Parton Distribution Functions (PDFs) and Fragmentation Functions (FFs). Due to its vanishing mass, a photon can also be infinitely close to an initial-or final-state QCD parton. The related singularities in hard matrix elements are absorbed into process-independent photon fragmentation functions [17] , describing the transition of a QCD parton into a bunch of hadrons and a not well-separated photon during the process of hadronisation. Due to the nonperturbative nature of the hadronisation process, parton-to-photon fragmentation functions contain a nonperturbative component and must therefore be determined from experimental data. Their evolution with the factorisation scale µ F,γ can however be calculated perturbatively. While the description of hard photons through matrix elements is said to yield the direct component of photon observables, the description by fragmentation functions gives the so-called fragmentation component. Both components are related by factorisation and must be combined to obtain a meaningful prediction of QCD-associated photon production. The standard method to theoretically devise a meaningful prompt-photon cross section is to reflect certain experimental photon-isolation criteria in perturbative calculations. However, one must allow for a minimal hadronic activity in the vicinity of the photon. Only then it can then be ensured that all QCD infrared divergences are properly cancelled. Several such criteria are on disposal, e.g. the cone approach [18, 19] , the democratic approach [20] and the smooth isolation procedure [23] . For both, single-and diphoton production at hadron colliders, the complete next-to-leading order QCD corrections to respective direct and fragmentation components are known [18, [25] [26] [27] [28] . The parton-level Monte Carlo programs JETPHOX [29] and DIPHOX [32] implement these NLO results numerically and allow the user to choose from different photonisolation criteria. The NLO corrections to the direct channel γγ + 1jet have been calculated in [34] . The results for the loop-induced processes gg → γγ [35] and gg → γγg [36] are also available. Beyond calculations at fixed order in the strong coupling large efforts were spent on the evaluation of soft-gluon emission effects and on the resummation of corresponding large logarithms. Soft-gluon resummation up to next-to-next-to leading logarithmic accuracy is taken into account in the program RESBOS [39] . The analytic result for resumming threshold logarithms was presented in [42] while small-x logarithms have been studied in [44] .
Only recently a first study of the prompt-photon process in the framework of Soft-Collinear Effective Theory has been presented [45] . Let us note, that there is a further source of final-state photons, namely decays of hadrons, such as π 0 or η. However, such non-prompt production processes can to some approximation be separated from the other two experimentally and measurements are usually corrected for these effects. This is the case for all experimental data referenced in this work. In this publication we pursue a different strategy of simulating final states including photons. We account for the hard-production process, the QCD evolution of initial-and final-state partons, as well as the transition of QCD partons into hadrons by means of a multi-purpose Monte-Carlo event generator. In this context the lowest-order matrix elements for single-and diphoton production supplemented with QCD parton showers correspond to the above mentioned direct component. The fragmentation contribution is modelled by the incorporation of QED effects into the parton shower. In fact, a generic algorithm to treat photon radiation is also given by the approach of Yennie, Frautschi and Suura [46] . This scheme is particularly suited to compute logarithmic corrections arising from soft photon radiation, where the coherent emission off all QED charges involved in the process plays an important role. In this publication, however, we are primarily interested in the production of hard, well-separated photons. Such emissions need to be treated by an improved algorithm, see for example [47] . We therefore choose to simulate photon radiation using a dipole-like QED shower model. This approach only presents a primitive approximation to soft photon effects, but is easily realised and no additional free parameters are introduced in the parton-shower algorithm, cf. [48] . Similar methods are employed in most contemporary shower programs [50] . An apparent advantage is, that this method also allows for a direct comparison with experimental data since it yields predictions at the level of the experimentally observed particles. In particular the parton-to-photon fragmentation functions are explicitly modelled this way. As a consequence no further corrections accounting for the non-perturbative parton-tohadron transition need to be applied and again no additional free parameters need to be introduced. This is crucial also for the validation of a separation of non-prompt photons from prompt photons as mentioned above. The democratic treatment of partons and photons in this approach combines the direct and the fragmentation component in a very natural way. It is well suited for comparison to experiments, where it is often necessary to study the impact of photon-isolation criteria. An apparent disadvantage of the approach is that it relies on lowest-order matrix elements only and correspondingly higher-order QCD corrections are taken into account in the approximation of the parton shower only. We improve on this deficiency by including higher-order real-emission matrix elements. Parton-shower simulations supplemented with multi-leg matrix elements have become a standard tool for the description of QCD radiation accompanying the production of massive gauge bosons [55] or coloured heavy states [59] . In this line we extend the formalism originally presented in [62] to the case of prompt-photon production. This process, as stated before, introduces the additional complication of a second source of photon productionthe fragmentation component -which is not present for massive gauge bosons. While in most cases of W -or Z-boson production the massive boson is the hardest object in the interaction, the photon is unlikely to play this role in most prompt-photon events. We lay out a formalism that is capable of coping with this situation and allows to consistently combine tree-level matrix elements of variable photon and QCD parton multiplicity with a combined QCD+QED parton-shower model. Photons and QCD partons are treated fully democratically in this scheme. The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we introduce our method for simulating photon production using a dipole-like parton shower model. Section 3 presents the formalism for combining QCD+QED matrixelements of different final-state multiplicity with the parton shower. We also discuss how to efficiently incorporate a given photon-isolation criterion. In Section 4 we present the results of our Monte Carlo analysis and discuss the interplay between the direct photon contribution and the fragmentation component in our approach. Finally, Section 5 contains our conclusions.
Interleaved QCD+QED parton evolution
In this section we briefly recall a formalism which is used in our simulations to generate the combined QCD+QED parton evolution. Similar approaches are implemented in most contemporary shower programs [50] . For simplicity of the argument we focus on pure final-state evolution. Note that any parton shower algorithm is uniquely defined by three ingredients: The first is the Sudakov form factor, ∆ a (µ 2 , Q 2 ), i.e. the probability for a given parton, a, not to radiate another parton between the two evolution scales Q 2 and µ 2 . The second is the ordering or evolution variable. While the Sudakov form factor defines the anomalous-dimension matrix, and thereby the functional form of logarithms which are resummed, the evolution variable selects their argument, i.e. it defines a "direction" in the phase space, into which the evolution is performed. The third ingredient of a parton-shower model is the method, which is applied in order to reshuffle momenta of already existing partons when one of them goes off-shell to allow for a branching process. For QCD parton evolution we choose to employ the parton-shower algorithm of [63] , including the ordering variables for initial-state evolution proposed in [62] . This means that the Sudakov form factor for final-state evolution reads
where
The Jacobian factor J and the spin-averaged dipole functions V are defined in [63] . The sums run over all possible splitting products i and all possible spectator partons k of the splitting parton (ij). The ordering parameter is the invariant transverse momentum squared
and m are the parton masses. Since QCD and QED emissions do not interfere, their corresponding emission probabilities factorise trivially. A combined QCD+QED evolution scheme is thus obtained by employing the combined Sudakov form factor
Note that we use spin-averaged dipole functions, not only in the QCD, but also in the QED case. One possible improvement of the present algorithm would therefore be to include the spin-dependent splitting kernels. However, in the domain of hard-photon radiation that we are interested in, this can simply be done by employing the full real-emission matrix element instead. No special treatment is therefore necessary in the parton shower. The functional form of the spin-averaged splitting kernels is largely constrained by the infrared singularity structure of one-loop QCD amplitudes. It is, however, not fixed and one has the freedom to incorporate nonsingular pieces, which can help to improve the predictions of dipole-shower simulations, cf. [64] . Likewise, the construction of the splitting kinematics is largely constrained by the phase-space variables selected in the splitting. It is, however, not fixed and one has one additional degree of freedom, which corresponds to the choice of the angular orientation of the splitter-spectator system with respect to the remaining particles. One of the most prominent criticisms of the new dipole-like parton-shower models is the seemingly unphysical recoil strategy employed in configurations with initial-state splitter and final-state spectator. This strategy is entirely due to a choice for the momentum mapping between leading-order and real-emission kinematics, which was initially proposed in [65] . The transverse momentum of the emitted parton is thereby compensated by the spectator, leaving not only the virtuality of the splitter-spectator system invariant, but also its complete four-momentum. One can easily imagine a different recoil strategy, where the transverse momentum of the emission is instead compensated by the set of all final state particles. Such an approach was recently suggested in [67] for the case of massless partons. We extend it to the fully massive case in Appendix A and investigate the corresponding effects on the Monte-Carlo results in Sec. 4. It is otherwise straightforward to extend the above algorithm to initial-state showering. The only subtlety in this context arises from the fact that the fully democratic approach pursued here also allows initial-state photon splitting into a quark-antiquark pair, with the quark (antiquark) initiating the hard scattering. In this case parton distributions which incorporate QED effects are in principle necessitated. Even though such PDF fits exist (e.g. [68] ), the corresponding effects on physical observables should be very small, such that the usage of PDF's without QED contribution does not pose a conceptual problem. An apparent disadvantage of the above algorithm for generating QED emissions using a parton shower is the low efficiency with which isolated photons will be produced. This problem is dealt with in Appendix B, where we introduce a method to enhance the corresponding emission probability, at the price of generating weighted events.
Merging QCD+QED matrix elements and truncated showers
In this section we discuss an algorithm for merging tree-level QCD+QED matrix elements and parton showers, based on the method proposed in [62] . We treat photons and QCD partons democratically, i.e. higher-order tree-level matrix elements can be of order α n α m s compared to the leading order. If n > 0, they may contribute to an observed hard-photon final state. In this respect, the inclusion of higher-order real corrections corresponds to shifting the simulation of hard-photon production from the parton-shower to the matrix-element domain. The merging approach presented in [62] is essentially based on replacing the splitting kernels of the parton shower by the appropriate ratio of full tree-level matrix elements in the domain of hard-parton radiation. This domain is identified by simple phase-space slicing. The slicing parameter, the so-called jet criterion, is given in terms of parton momenta p i , p j and p k as
, where
For initial-state partons, one considers the splitting process a → (aj) j instead of (ij) → i j. With the momentum of the combined particle (aj) given by
The minimum in Eq. (6) is over all possible colour partners k of the combined parton (ij). The jet criterion Q 2 ij identifies -to leading-logarithmic accuracy -the most likely splitting in a dipole-like parton cascade leading to the set of final-state momenta {p}. The phase-space slicing is now implemented by selecting a cut value Q cut and defining the evolution kernels K ME and K PS for matrix-element and parton-shower domain as
The kernel K ME is then replaced by appropriate ratios of tree-level matrix elements up to a given maximum multiplicity. A detailed description of the corresponding algorithm can be found in [62] . It is obvious that the same procedure can be applied to QED emissions, once they are resummed by the parton shower using Eq. (4). It is then in principle possible to define two separate slicing cuts, Q QCD cut and Q QED cut , which account for the merging of QCD and QED tree-level matrix elements with the parton shower, respectively. Within the context of this work, we choose to leave these slicing cuts identical, since the typical "hardness" of a hard well-separated final-state photon is similar to the one of a final-state QCD jet. In prompt photon production processes we might be confronted with a situation which cannot arise in pure QCD events, namely that a single, perturbatively produced particle -the photon -is identified out of potentially many particles forming a broad jet. Several methods exist to achieve this identification. In the democratic approach [20] final state particles are clustered into jets, treating photons and hadrons equally. The obtained object is called a photon or a photon jet, if the energy fraction z = E γ /(E γ + E had ) of an observed photon inside the jet is larger than an experimentally defined value z cut . In the cone approach [18, 19] photons are required to have a minimum transverse momentum and to be isolated from any significant hadronic activity within a cone in η-φ-space. Minimal hadronic activity in the vicinity of the photon (adding of the order of a few GeV to the total transverse momentum in the cone) must thereby be admitted to ensure the infrared finiteness of observables. While the jet criterion Eq. (6) works very well also for photons defined by the democratic approach, in the case of the cone approach it might not be appropriate to separate matrix-element and parton-shower domain. Note that the main idea of the merging procedure is to improve the parton-shower prediction with fixed-order matrix elements in those regions of phase space which are relevant for the analysis of multijet (multi-photon) topologies. In this respect, it is certainly desirable that experimental requirements are reflected by Q 2 ij . This is possible because the jet criterion, Eq. (6), is not fixed, but rather chosen conveniently to reflect the singularity structure of next-to-leading order real-emission amplitudes in QCD [62] . Moreover it is a flavour-dependent measure, which allows to redefine it just for branching processes involving photons. The most common experimental requirements of a minimum transverse momentum and an isolation cone in η-φ-space could for example be reflected by
where the first equation applies to final-state photons and charged final state particles, while the second applies to photons and charged beams. Note that Eq. (9) is essentially equivalent to a longitudinally invariant jet measure [69] . One can now increase the ratio of photons produced through matrix elements over photons produced in the shower by simply lowering the value of Q QED cut . A convenient way to obtain the largest fraction of events from hard matrix elements is to require a jet separation below the experimental cut on the photon transverse momentum and by setting D lower than the radius of the experimentally imposed isolation cone.
Results
In this section we apply the event-generation techniques introduced above to prompt-photon production at lepton and hadron colliders. In Sec. 4.1 we study the capability of our proposed QCD+QED shower algorithm to reproduce the scale dependent photon fragmentation function measured in hadronic Z 0 decays at LEP. In Sec. 4.2 and Sec. 4.3 we turn the discussion on single-and diphoton final states at hadron colliders, respectively. Besides quantifying the size of the different core-process components in the democratic shower approach we elaborate on the impact of real-emission matrix-element corrections incorporated using the formalism described in Sec. 3. All results presented here are obtained using the Monte-Carlo event generator SHERPA [71] in a setup described in Appendix C.
The photon fragmentation function
A crucial benchmark for the combined QCD+QED shower algorithm introduced in Sec. 2 is posed by the requirement to reproduce the scale-dependent photon fragmentation function D γ (z γ , y cut ) [20] , where z γ is the photon's energy fraction with respect to its containing jet and y cut a resolution scale, given e.g. in the Durham scheme. This observable was measured to very high precision in hadronic Z 0 decays by the ALEPH collaboration [73] . In this analysis events are selected where all final-state particles are democratically taken into account for jet finding. The events are subdivided into 2-jet, 3-jet and ≥ 4-jet topologies with at least one reconstructed jet containing a photon where the photon carries at least 70% of the jet energy (z γ > 0.7) and E γ > 5 GeV. The resolution measure y cut is varied between 0.01 and 0.33. The measured data is statistically corrected for residual hadronic decay backgrounds and initial-state radiation off the incoming leptons. Figure 1 shows a comparison between our hadron-level Monte-Carlo results and the data from [73] . In the left column the z γ distribution for 2-jet events at four different y cut values, namely 0.01, 0.06, 0.1 and 0.33, are shown. The right column shows corresponding results for 3-jet events at y cut = 0.01, 0.06, 0.1 and ≥ 4-jet events at y cut = 0.01. For all the data z γ = 1 corresponds to completely isolated photons, which is reflected by a strong peak in the z γ distribution. At the parton level the lowest-order contribution to fully isolated photon production corresponds to qqγ final states where the quarks form one jet and the photon makes up the other one. At the hadron level however this sharp peak gets somewhat broadened by hadronisation effects due to the association of soft hadrons with the photon by the jet-clustering algorithm. Our Monte-Carlo simulation agrees very well with the data for the measured z γ range in the three topology classes at the given jet resolutions. This can be seen as a strong indication that the proposed QCD+QED shower scheme is indeed appropriate to describe hard photon radiation. The above analysis is especially tailored to study the fragmentation component of the prompt photon production mechanism. The key point in this respect is the application of a democratic jet-clustering procedure which is in one-to-one correspondence with the democratic approach used to compute the photon-production rate from theory [20] . It is therefore not obvious, that the democratic approach, also underlying our simulation, performs well in experimental situations where the photon must pass a strict isolation criterion, as discussed in Sec. 3. We will now turn to investigate such isolated photon final-states in more detail, focusing on their emergence at hadron colliders.
Prompt-photon hadroproduction
The inclusive production of isolated photons has been measured over a wide range of photon transverse energies by the CDF and DØ experiments at the Fermilab Tevatron at √ s = 1.96 GeV. In [74] CDF has presented a measurement covering |η γ | < 1.0 and transverse energies between 30 < E T,γ < 400 GeV. The photon isolation criterion used corresponds to the requirement that the additional transverse energy found in a cone of R = (∆φ) 2 + (∆η) 2 = 0.4 around the photon is less than 2 GeV. A similar DØ measurement was described in [75] . It covers photons of transverse momentum p T,γ > 23 GeV up to p T,γ = 300 GeV and |η γ | < 0.9. Photon isolation is implemented by demanding (E R=0.4 − E R=0.2 )/E R=0.2 < 0.1, where E R is the total energy found in a cone of size R around the photon. Both measurements have been corrected to particle level and the dominant background of photon production from hadron decays, such as π 0 → γγ and η → γγ, has been subtracted. We therefore attempt a comparison with Monte-Carlo predictions at the parton level after jet evolution. Figure 2 compares the data for d 2 σ/(dE T,γ dη γ ) from [74] , respectively d 2 σ/(dp T,γ dη γ ) from [75] , to our parton-level Monte-Carlo results, obtained using leading-order matrix elements in the democratic approach combined with QCD+QED shower evolution. In addition to the total result (red histograms), we display contributions from the different classes of partonic core processes, i.e. from dijet production (jj → jj), singlephoton production (jj → γj) and diphoton production (jj → γγ). Taking into account the uncertainties of the measurements and the finite Monte-Carlo statistics in the high-E T,γ bins our calculation agrees well with the data. For the CDF measurement the data has a somewhat steeper slope at low E T,γ and the Monte-Carlo calculation pronounces the high E T,γ end of the spectrum. Regarding the different sources of final-state photons in our theoretical model, the main contribution to this observable stems from single photon production. But even though strict isolation criteria are applied, there is a considerable fraction of dijet events, where a hard, isolated photon is produced during the parton-shower evolution in both data samples. This substantiates the argument that the combined shower scheme is crucial for a proper description of such photon final states. The diphoton core process on the other hand is negligible here. We now turn to study the impact of higher-order real-emission matrix elements on the results. Therefore we supplement the pure parton-shower evolution by tree-level matrix elements with up to two additional light QCD partons or photons using the matrix-element parton-shower merging formalism described in Sec. 3. The comparison with measurements from CDF and DØ is shown in Fig. 3 . Besides the total results (red histograms) we again present the sub-contributions assigned to matrix-element core processes with exclusively 0, 1 and 2 photons plus a variable number of additional QCD partons. When comparing to Fig. 2 , where the pure shower result is shown, it is apparent that the majority of events with a dijet core process in the shower simulation is now ascribed to matrix-element cores with one or two photons plus additional QCD partons. Thereby, what might traditionally be called fragmentation component gets significantly reduced and turned into what is called direct component. For this very inclusive measurement we observe no strong variation of the total result due to the inclusion of real-emission matrix elements. The biggest effect is a somewhat larger inclusive rate for the merged samples 20%. The shape of the distributions is preserved. This in fact has to be understood as a highly non-trivial consistency check of our merging formalism.
Prompt-diphoton production
An interesting further testbed for the democratic merging approach is diphoton production at hadron colliders. The CDF collaboration has measured properties of the corresponding final states in some detail. The analysis presented in [76] selects leading/subleading photons with transverse momenta larger than 14/13 GeV. Those must be isolated from any significant hadronic activity within a distance of R = 0.4, by requiring the hadronic activity within this cone to yield E T < 1 GeV. For the selected events the invariant mass and transverse momentum of the photon pair are analysed as well as the azimuthal separation between the photons. It is worth noting that our MC simulations include the loop-induced contribution gg → γγ. It has been shown [76] that its main influence is seen in the invariant mass spectrum around 30 GeV where it accounts for a significant enhancement of the cross section. To again exemplify the importance of the fragmentation contribution even for the required isolated photons in this analysis, Figure 4 compares our Monte-Carlo prediction for leading-order matrix elements plus shower evolution. It displays the contributions from the previously introduced classes of matrix elements (i.e. jj → jj, jj → γj and jj → γγ). It is evident, that the democratic treatment of photons and QCD partons is absolutely mandatory to describe these observables. From a theoretical perspective this reaction is interesting because the diphoton system does not have a transverse momentum when described by leading-order matrix elements. Hence its transverse-momentum spectrum depends strongly on the proper inclusion of higher-order effects. In addition, the azimuthal angle gives a measure for the correlation of the two photons which is also sensitive to higher-order corrections. Especially in the region of large transverse momenta or large decorrelation one expects these corrections to be better described by matrix elements than by the parton shower. In this context the parton-shower kinematics might become important, because the recoil scheme discussed in Sec. 2 plays an important role for the generation of transverse momentum for the diphoton system. Thus, as a first step, Figure 5a compares parton-level Monte-Carlo predictions using two different splitting kinematics. We observe that both, the algorithm outlined in Appendix A, denoted "Scheme 1", and the method proposed in [63] , denoted "Scheme 2", have difficulties describing the critical regions mentioned above. We show in Fig. 5b that with the inclusion of higher-order real-emission matrix elements, the simulation is able to describe the measurement significantly better. Especially the transverse-momentum distribution exemplifies two unique features: The resummation of large logarithms correctly reproduces the Sudakovshape of the low-p ⊥ region which is not possible with fixed-order calculations. At the same time exact matrix elements allow for a consistent simulation of the high-p ⊥ tail where a traditional parton-shower approach would fail. Also the decorrelation between the photons is now matched very well 1 . The simulation becomes largely independent of the precise implementation of the parton-shower kinematics, an effect which is also observed in [64] . This happens because in the relevant part of the phase space, hard matrix elements are employed to define the kinematics of the diphoton system. In this way the merging algorithm of Sec. 3 can be used to eliminate theoretical uncertainties in the parton-shower model employed. At the same time we substantiate our introductory statement, that within the domain of hard-photon production the parton shower can easily be corrected using higher-order matrix elements. Transverse momentum of diphoton pair
dσ/dp Figure 4 : Properties of diphoton events measured by CDF [76] . Displayed are the sub-contributions from different leading-order matrix elements and their sum.
Conclusions
We have presented Monte-Carlo algorithms for the precise simulation of hard-photon production in collider experiments. Using interleaved QCD+QED evolution in a dipole-like parton shower enables us to simulate the photon fragmentation function within a general-purpose Monte-Carlo event generator. Comparison with data from the ALEPH experiment exemplifies the quality of the approach.
To diminish intrinsic uncertainties of parton-shower models, we have supplemented our simulation with higher-order tree-level matrix elements. To do so, an existing algorithm for QCD has been extended to include QED democratically. This can be seen as a first step towards a unified prescription for treating strong and electroweak radiative corrections. At the same time it provides a natural way to simulate hard-photon production, where the fragmentation component is described consistently by the combined QCD+QED resummation in the parton shower supplemented with a non-perturbative hadronisation model. We have employed this procedure to analyse prompt-photon production in hadron-hadron collisions and find an improved description of Tevatron measurements. Due to a much larger phase space available for radiative corrections, these effects should become even more pronounced at LHC energies. Transverse momentum of diphoton pair dσ/dp Transverse momentum of diphoton pair dσ/dp (b) Figure 5 : Properties of diphoton events measured by the CDF collaboration [76] . Figure (a) compares the influence of different parton-shower kinematics when using leading-order matrix elements. Figure (b) shows the same comparison for merged event samples with up to two additional particles in the matrix element-final state. Scheme 1 refers to the algorithm outlined in Appendix A, scheme 2 stands for the original implementation [63] . Figure 6 : Schematic view of the splitting of a final-state parton with a final-state spectator. The blob denotes the hard process from which the three partons emerge.
Since the four-momentum of the splitter-spectator system is conserved, the pair can be regarded as decay products in a two-particle transition of a virtual particle with momentum Q = p ij + p k .
We consider the process depicted in Fig. 6 , where a parton ij, accompanied by a spectator partonk, splits into partons i and j, with the recoil absorbed by the spectator k. We define the combined momenta p ij = p i + p j and Q = p ij + p k and the variables
Thus, we immediately obtain
Now let the light-like helper vectors l and n be given by (cf. [79] )
with λ denoting the Källen function λ(a, b, c) = (a − b − c) 2 − 4 bc. The momenta p i and p j can then be expressed in terms of l, n and a transverse component k ⊥ as
The parameters z i and k 2 ⊥ of this decomposition are given by
Equations (11) and (15) are valid for all dipole configurations, i.e. initial and final-state branchings with the recoil partner being either in the initial or in the final state. The corresponding mapping of variables η ij,k and ξ i,jk onto those defined for massless partons in [65] is listed in Tab. 1. Note, that in the massless case these kinematic relations reproduce the results of [67] . Constructing a shower emission proceeds as follows 1. Determine η ij,k and ξ i,jk from evolution and splitting variable. Compute s ij according to Eq. (11) and z i and k 
3. From p ij and p k construct the light-like momenta l and n according to Eqs. (12) . Determine the new momenta p i and p j according to Eqs. (14) .
Due to the possibly vanishing denominator of ξ i,jk and η ij,k in the case of initial-state splitters with finalstate spectator, the corresponding kinematic relations occasionally become numerically unstable. Except for a tiny region of the phase space, where |x ik,a − u i | < ǫ, such configurations can be dealt with in the following way: Instead of constructing p i , we construct (x ik,a − u i ) p i . The energy of this helper momentum is determined using the on-shell constraint for p i and the whole four-vector is then rescaled with 1/(x ik,a −u i ).
We typically have ǫ of the order of 10 −3 .
B Enhancing photon production in the parton shower
To improve the statistical significance of event samples with identified photons described by the parton shower, it is useful to enhance the corresponding branching probabilities. When doing so, one must of course correct for this enhancement by means of an event weight, which depends on both, acceptance and rejection probabilities in the parton-shower evolution. In this appendix we describe a method to incorporate an enhancement, which is constant over the emission phase space. Our derivation is based on the applicability of the veto algorithm, cf. e.g. [50] . Let t be the parton-shower evolution variable and f (t) the splitting kernel K, integrated over the splitting variable z. 3 The differential probability for generating a branching at scale t, when starting from an upper evolution scale t ′ is then given by
A new scale t is therefore found as
and where R is a random number between zero and one. The key point of the veto algorithm is, that even if the integral F (t) is unknown, one can still generate events according to P using an overestimate g(t) ≥ f (t) with a known integral G(t). Firstly, a value t is generated as t = G −1 [ G(t ′ ) + log R ]. Secondly, the value is accepted with probaility f (t)/g(t). A splitting at t with n intermediate rejections is then produced with differential probability
where t n+1 = t ′ and t 0 = t. The nested integrals in Eq. (19) can be disentangled, and summing over n leads to the exponentiation of the factor g(t) − f (t), such that Eq. (17) is reproduced [50] . Our purpose is to introduce an additional overestimate h(t) = C g(t), where C is a constant. The additional weight g(t)/h(t) = 1/C is then applied analytically rather than using a hit-or-miss method. This leads to the following expression for the differential probability to generate an emission at t with n rejections between t and t ′ P n (t, t ′ ) = f (t) g(t) h(t) exp − 
The factor in the second line of Eq. (20) gives the analytic weight associated with this event, where the term 1/C is due to the acceptance of the emission with probability f (t)/h(t). The product, which is needed for an exponentiation of h(t) − f (t) instead of g(t) − f (t), runs over all correction weights for rejected steps.
C Monte-Carlo setup
In this appendix we describe the details of the Monte-Carlo setup used to generate the results in this publication. We employ the SHERPA [71] framework, which is a multi-purpose Monte-Carlo event generator for collider experiments. The matrix-element generator COMIX [81] is used to produce parton-level events for the following processes: The "resummed" container r implements the democratic treatment of photon and parton radiation, i.e. it contains the light quarks d, u, s, c and b as well as gluons and photons. In addition to all automatically generated tree-level amplitudes, the loop induced process gg → γγ [35] has been implemented. As a parton shower we employ the CSS [63] module which in case of N max > 0 is merged to the matrixelement emissions above Q cut = 10 GeV through the algorithm described in [62] . Unless stated otherwise, we employ the parton shower kinematics described in Appendix A. All QED splitting functions are included. The shower cut-off has been left at the default value of p min ⊥ = 1 GeV for the LEP runs and has been switched to p min ⊥ = 2 GeV for the Tevatron runs purely for efficiency reasons. The PDF set employed for pp runs is CTEQ 6L [82] , which defines the corresponding α s parametrisation in hadron collisions. All other generator parameters are left at the default values of the Monte Carlo programs, since none of them is expected to have any impact on the results presented here. Hadron-level results for the fragmentation function analysis in Sec. 4.1 are produced using the fragmentation module AHADIC++ [83] and the hadron and τ decay package HADRONS++ [85] . The AHADIC++ default tune to data from the LEP experiments at the Z 0 resonance, obtained using the PROFESSOR [86] framework, has been used. To account for corrections in the ALEPH measurement, the decays of π 0 and η have been disabled. Extra QED radiation in hadron decays is simulated through PHOTONS++ [87] . All Tevatron analyses are presented at the parton level after parton-shower evolution. Multiple parton interactions have been disabled, because the presented measurements have been corrected for their effects.
